
hasing his dreams was risky, but Arpit
Badjatya’s determination to innovate
for the education technology sector
ensured victory for his firm. Under

the able guidance of Badjatya, Serosoft has
today made a distinct mark and is a leading
educational software company in India.   

DRIVEN BY AN IDEA
After his schooling, Arpit wanted to pursue his
higher studies from the US. He obtained a
Bachelor’s degree in Chemical Engineering
from Purdue University, USA. However, when
he came back to India to pursue MBA from IIM
Calcutta, Arpit was struck with an idea that led
to the creation of Serosoft later on. While
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He is a change maker, a savvy innovator, a
visionary, a perfectionist and a successful

entrepreneur. Meet Arpit Badjatya, founder
& CEO, Serosoft Solutions Pvt. Ltd, Indore,

who left a dream job to start his own
venture that has today established itself as
a leading EdTech company and one of the

fastest-growing companies of India

studying at IIM, he encountered a problem of
extensive use of paper, contradictory to what
he had experienced in the US and Belgium.
“There was a perceived need for advancement
in education technology those days. The
education sector in India was lagging behind
other countries when it came to education
technology. Absence of good technology in
Indian classrooms led to the inception of my
company,” shares Arpit.     

LAYING A STRONG FOUNDATION 
Coming from a business family dealing in
chemicals, joining his parents was not Arpit’s
call of passion. He had a desire to start afresh
on an altogether new canvas. After completing
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SUCCESS
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� Staying focused in the initial years of
business. 

� Not to confine product exclusively for
Indian institutions has taken the
company to unprecedented heights. 

� Building the right team and culture
and continuously investing into it
helped in steady growth.

� The top performers are awarded with
bikes and cars every year. The
company also has a training budget to
upgrade the employees. 

TRANSFORMING
EDUCATION
LANDSCAPE

Arpit Badjatya,
Founder and CEO, Serosoft
(Academia ERP)
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his studies, he interned with JP Morgan,
London, and later joined Accenture Strategy,
India, as a business consultant for two years.
“While working with Accenture, I had made up
my mind that I wanted to stay in India and start
my own venture. I came back to Indore and
started Serosoft in 2008 with a view to do
something in the Edutech sector for Indian
institutions in the beginning, and expand to
other countries later on,” recollects Arpit.     

ENGAGED TO EDUCATION 
Being in the market for more than 13 years
now, Serosoft offers software and automation
solutions for the rapidly evolving education
sector. Their product ‘Academia ERP’ assists
educational institutes in automation and digital
transformation. Learning management
system—Webguru—was their first product
which got a slow response in the Indian
market. The initial years of the company were
tough on the revenue front but it picked up
pace steadily. Based on the feedback of their
clients from the education sector, the company

realised the need for data management system
for educational institutes in India and thus,
came up with the ERP system. Arpit considers
Serosoft’s product ‘Academia’ as the winner
that gave the company leverage in the EdTech
domain.   

TURNING POINT
Arpit believes his decision not to confine his
product exclusively for Indian institutions has
taken the company to unprecedented heights
today.  “I believe every business journey is a
sum of few turning points. But one turning
point for our company was when we decided
to go beyond India and reinvest a lot more in
our product taking it to the global platform. It
took a huge amount of hard work but we came
through,” states Arpit.  On the personal front,
he thinks the uncharacteristic step of refusing
the UK job offer and coming back to Indore was
a turning point for him.    

BUSINESS LESSONS
Starting his own venture away from the family
business brought its share of highs and lows
along with some essential lessons for Arpit. He
found out that being focused in the initial

We have been on a growth
spree since 2015 after

coming up with second
version of ‘Academia’. Our

revenue has grown manifold
and we have happy clients

from 20 countries now. We
aim to expand further.”

ARPIT BADJATYA
Founder and CEO, 

Serosoft (Academia ERP)
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more than 2000 educational institutes in the
coming years,” informs Arpit.   

INSPIRATION BEHIND
Whether it is the work ethics or taking care of
the employees, Arpit shares the credit with his
father for these important life lessons. “My
father inspires me. I have learnt a lot watching
him work over the years. His work ethics,

years of business growth is pivotal. “Many
entrepreneurs don’t understand the
importance of focus and split up their focus on
many things at a time. They try to cater
numerous services for different markets. But
this doesn’t work. People have valued us for
our expertise in the education sector and that
is our forte,” informs Arpit. 

Furthermore, he thinks building the right
team and culture and continuously investing
into it assists businesses towards a steady
growth. “In the business sector, your team is
everything. I have also understood the value of
hustle, i.e to keep trying till you succeed. Our
company got many new opportunities because
we kept trying hard,” he shares.         

BUSINESS GROWTH CURVE 
The company has been on a growth spree
since 2015 after rebuilding their product
and coming up with second version of
‘Academia’. Starting with a five-member
team in 2008, Serosoft team has grown to
more than 200 members now. “Our revenue
has grown manifold in the recent years and
we have happy clients from 20 countries

now. We aim to expand further,” says Arpit.     

A MAN WITH A VISION
Arpit aims to grow the company’s revenue by
15 times in the next four years and aims to
launch the company IPO in the next five years.
He also plans to grow the number of learners
impacted by their firm from 7 lakh to 20 lakh
by 2030. “We are also looking at transforming
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people skills, language expertise and big vision
have inspired me greatly,” informs Arpit. After
his father, Arpit feels his childhood teacher,
Prasan Wilfred also inspired him to think
beyond books. “He encouraged me to learn
new concepts, new ideas, English literature,
international relations, geography and much
more which helped in my all round
development. This has helped me a lot in my
business too,” 

EMPLOYEE WELFARE 
The satisfaction level employees enjoy in a
firm is a dependable parameter of the overall
health of a company. Similarly, at Serosoft,
they believe in people first policy.  Arpit
believes his people are the face of his
company. “We try to do everything possible to
keep our team happy and healthy. The top
performers are awarded with bikes and cars

a good pay hike, transparent feedback policy
and an apolitical office environment are some
other key benefits that Serosofters enjoy.    

PERSONAL SKETCHES
Arpit is an alumnus of Choithram School, Indore,
and has a fondness for singing, language and
sports. He was born and raised in a joint family
of 15 members in Indore. His parents run a
successful business in the chemical industry for
more than three decades now. He loves to play
cricket and squash in his spare time. In the
recent years, Arpit has also developed liking for
books and is an ardent reader.    

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Aiming at bringing a positive change in the
society, Serosoft had donated its CSR funds to
Swachh Bharat Mission. “We are huge
believers of keeping Indore and India clean,”
says Arpit. He is also associated with multiple
NGOs like Round Table India that work for the
betterment of education sector. “We have
adopted some government schools and built
classrooms for the students,” adds Arpit. The
Badjatya family has also been involved in
many philanthropic activities which also
include running a coaching centre for the
underprivileged children aiming to crack civil
services exam. 

SEROSOFT OFFERS SOFTWARE
AND AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
FOR THE RAPIDLY EVOLVING
EDUCATION SECTOR. THEIR
PRODUCT 'ACADEMIA ERP'
ASSISTS EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTES IN AUTOMATION
AND DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

every year. The company also has a training
budget to upgrade the employees. We also
hold various sessions every month ranging
from parenting to yoga to much more other
than their routine work,” informs Arpit. 
He is also planning to start ESOP (Employee
stock ownership plan) wherein the employees
will have a chance to be shareholders in the
company. A happiness hall with indoor games
like chess, table tennis and foosball at Serosoft
office keeps work stress at bay. Apart from this
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